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----------------------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT-------------------------------------------------------------
This paper presents novel approach for fingerprint recognition using sparse representation provided by 
compressive sampling theory. In this paper, fingerprint feature is extracted in term of sparse measurements vector 
using Compressive Sampling (CS) theory framework.  CS theory is provided unique solution to generation of sparse 
measurement vector of image based on measurement matrix and sparse coefficients. The sparse measurement 
vector of query fingerprint image is compared with sparse measurement vector of authenticate fingerprint image in 
store database. SSIM is used as matching score between query measurement vector values and authenticate 
measurement vector values of fingerprint. The experimental results show that proposed recognition algorithm is 
used for fingerprint feature extraction and matching. 
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I. INTRODUCTION

oday world, automatic biometric recognition based 
system is used for human verification and 
authentication based on its biometric characteristics [1, 

2]. This automatic biometric recognition based system is 
used more compared to traditional identification system like 
knowledge of password and ID card [3]. Fingerprint is 
accepted in worldwide because of fingerprint is easy to 
available for recognition [4]. So fingerprint based 
recognition system is used for verification and 
authentication of individual in worldwide. The basic 
fingerprint verification system is shown in figure 1. The 
first stage of system is fingerprint acquisition in which 
fingerprint image of individual is taken by a sensor. Then 
next stage is preprocessing stage in which enhances 
fingerprint image by removing noise which is introduced by 
sensor. Then extract feature of enhance fingerprint image 
using feature extraction stage. Finally, this extracted feature 
of query fingerprint image is compared with enrolled 
feature of fingerprint image which is stored at system 
database using matching stage. Based on matching results, 
individual is deciding as authenticated or unauthenticated. 

Fig.1. Block Diagram of a Fingerprint Verification 
System (adapted from [5])

Any fingerprint image can be representation by different 
level features like level 1 features, level 2 features and level 
3 features which is shown in figure 2.  Level 1 feature 
contains ridges and valleys. This features having different 
patterns like loop, arch, whorl and tented arch. Level 2 
feature contains ridge endings, bifurcation, ridge 
terminations, eye, spur and cross-over. Level 2 features 
which is referring as minutiae points and minutiae is most 
famous features of fingerprint which is generally stable and 
robust. The minutiae point of fingerprint is unique for every 
individual and used for automatic fingerprint identification. 
Level 1 and 2 fingerprint features are used in many 
commercially application like individual recognition, 
security, ATM, credit card, electronic banking and network 
& Laptop access, etc.

Fig.2. Fingerprint Features at Level 1, Level 2, Level 
3 (adapted from [5, 15, and 16])

Level 3 feature contains pores and ridge details of 
fingerprints. Level 3 features require very high quality 

T
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image sensor for acquisition, so that this features is limited 
used by researcher. 

In this paper, we have described novel fingerprint 
extraction and matching algorithm for individual 
recognition based on CS theory framework. In this 
algorithm, first step is generated sparse measurement vector 
using of authentic fingerprint image using measurement 
matrix and sparse coefficients of authentic fingerprint 
image. This sparse measurement vector of authentic 
fingerprint image is stored in database. Second step is that 
when query fingerprint image is come at sensor level, 
generate sparse measurement vector of query fingerprint 
image and compared this sparse measurement vector of 
query fingerprint image with stored sparse measurement 
vector of authentic fingerprint image. Based on comparing 
result, decision is made about query fingerprint image is 
authenticate or not. 

The rest of paper is organized such that section 2 gives brief 
literature review on fingerprint matching algorithm. Section 
3 gives description of compressive sensing theory; section 4 
gives proposed fingerprint extraction and matching 
algorithm. Section 5 gives experimental results. Finally, 
section 6 gives conclusion and future work. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Any fingerprint recognition algorithm, two steps like 
fingerprint feature extraction and matching is very 
important. This section is give brief literature review on 
fingerprint feature extraction and matching algorithm. 
Author in [3] proposed a biometric template selection and 
cased study of fingerprint recognition. Author in [4] 
proposed fingerprint recognition algorithm based on filter 
bank. This algorithm is used by many researchers for 
fingerprint recognition because of its gives distance 
between query image and its closet match image in 
database. Author in [5] described three feature extraction 
techniques like pores contour, ridge contour and minutiae 
points. Author in [6] proposed pore extraction of fingerprint 
image based on skeletonization method or a unitary scale 
isotropic pore model. Author described that pore of 
fingerprint is not always isotropic and proposed model is 
worked on pore extraction because model parameters can 
adjustable according to fingerprint ridge direction and 
period. 

Author in [7] described modified fingerprint recognition 
algorithm based on minutiae point feature extraction 
technique. In this algorithm, authors are combined different 
methods of minutia extractor and minutia matching to 
improve performance of recognition. Author in [8] 
described 3 level features based fingerprint matching 
algorithm. They described that fingerprint feature is given 
in hierarchical order of three level like level 1 is pattern, 
level 2 is minutiae points and level 3 is pores and ridge
shape. Author in [9] proposed fast fingerprint recognition 

algorithm by combining level 2 and level 3 features of 
fingerprint. Author in [10] proposed fingerprint recognition 
algorithm based on canny and sobel edge detection 
algorithm. In this proposed algorithm, some edge feature of 
fingerprint is used for matching of individual. 
Author in [11] shows Gabor filter based fingerprint 
recognition algorithm. In this proposed algorithm, Gabor 
filter is used fingerprint image enhancement. Author in [12] 
described normalized cross-correlation based fingerprint 
matching algorithm. But this technique is not work for low 
quality fingerprint images. Author in [13] proposed 
fingerprint matching algorithm based on a local correlation 
of fingerprint features. Author in [14] proposed a 
fingerprint verification system based on correlation 
approach. In this algorithm, find correlation between 
authentic and query fingerprint image and based on 
correlation results, individual recognition is performed.

III. COMPRESSIVE SENSING THEORY

Any image or signal can be exactly reconstructed by its few 
Fourier coefficients are described by Donoho and Candès 
[17, 18]. Basic on this concept, they are described new 
signal processing theory which is called “Compressive 
Sensing or Sampling (CS) Theory”. The necessary 
condition for application of CS theory on image is that 
image must be sparse in its own domain [17, 18]. Most of 
images are sparse when different image transform applied 
on it. 

Any image f can be represent in term of sparse 
measurement vector using CS theory described by below 
equation 1 and 2.

fx                                                                           
(1)

xAy                                                                           (2)
In equation (1) and (2), y = Sparse Measurement Vector of 
Image with size of M 1; A = Measurement Matrix with 
size of M N; = Image Transform; x = Sparse or 
Transform Coefficients of Image; f = Original Image.

IV. PROPOSED FINGERPRINT RECOGNITION APPROACH

This section describes proposed fingerprint recognition 
approach based on Compressive Sensing (CS) theory. The 
proposed fingerprint recognition approach is divide into 
two step like feature extraction and feature matching. The 
proposed architecture of fingerprint recognition system is 
shown in figure 3. In figure 3, blue outline box is shown 
proposed enrollment process and red outlined box is show 
proposed verification process.

3. 1.Fingerprint Feature Extraction

The fingerprint feature extraction steps are described below:
Take fingerprint image with size of N N.
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Convert fingerprint image into vector with size of N2 1.
Applied 2D Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) on Vector 
of fingerprint image and convert into sparse coefficients 
which is denoted as x.
Generate measurement matrix A with size of M N 
using random seed. Here M is used for deciding size of 
extracted fingerprint feature.
Then generate sparse measurement vector y of fingerprint 
image using equation 1 and 2.
Then sparse measurement vector is converting into bit 0 
and 1 using uniform quantization process.
This binary version of sparse measurement vector is 
stored as authentic fingerprint feature at system database 
and used for feature matching at later. This feature is 
denoted as Authentic_Feature.

3. 2.Fingerprint Feature Matching

This above mentioned process of fingerprint feature 
extraction applied on the entire fingerprint database to 
generated sparse measurements vector to each fingerprint 

image and stored at system database as enrolled database. 
This process is applied when any fingerprint image is come 
for individual recognition. 

Any query fingerprint image is come for individual 
recognition and then convert query fingerprint image is 
converting in to sparse measurements vector using 
fingerprint feature extraction process. This feature is 
denoted as Query_Feature.
Then find similarity between Query_Feature with all 
Authentic_Feature using Structural Similarity Index 
Measure (SSIM) [19]. Here we have described two 
conditions for individual recognition based on 
fingerprint. 
Condition 1: Individual is Recognized and Authenticate 
if  )_,_( FeatureQueryFeatureAuthenticSSIM
Condition 2: Individual is not Recognized and 
Unauthenticate if  

)_,_( FeatureQueryFeatureAuthenticSSIM

Fig.3. Proposed Architecture of Fingerprint Recognition System
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V.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For testing of proposed fingerprint recognition algorithm, 
we have taken FVC 2002 db4 Set B [20] database. This 
database contains 80 different fingerprint image with size of 
288 384 pixels. Figure 4 shows few fingerprint samples 
which is used for testing of proposed algorithm.

Fingerprint feature extract using below procedure followed. 
Applied 2D discrete cosine transform (DCT) on fingerprint 
image and convert transform coefficients into vector with 
size of 110592 1. These transform coefficients taken as 
sparse coefficients of fingerprint image. Then generate 
measurement matrix A with size of 384 110592. Finally, 
generate sparse measurement vector of fingerprint image 
with size of 384 1 using equation 1 and 2. Then convert 
this sparse measurement in term of bit 0 and 1 using 
uniform quantization process.  This sparse measurement 
vector of fingerprint image is stored at system database and 
denoted as authentic or enrolled feature. Figure 5 shows 
authentic feature or enrolled feature of fingerprint image 
using CS theory which in term of sparse representation. 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig.4. Test Fingerprint Images (a) F1 (b) F2 (c) F3 (d) 

F4

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig.5. Authentic Features of Fingerprint Images in 

term of Sparse Representation (a) F1 (b) F2 (c) F3 
(d) F4

Now any fingerprint image is come for query at sensor 
level. Then first generate sparse measurement vector of 
query image and this sparse measurement vector is denoted 
as query feature. This query feature is compared with 
authentic feature of fingerprint image using SSIM [19]. If 
result of matching is threshold value then decide that query 
image is authentic image otherwise query image is not 
authentic. Here we have threshold value for matching of 
feature is 0.9 (90 %).

For performance analysis of proposed recognition 
algorithm, we have generated sparse measurement vector of 
80 fingerprint images which is available in FVC 2002 db4 
Set B which is stored as authentic feature of fingerprint in 
system database. Then taken one authentic feature as query 
feature of fingerprint and compared this query feature with 
entire authentic feature in system database. The matching 
result of features comparison is summarized in table 1. 
  
Table 1. Matching Result of Proposed Algorithm for Test 

Fingerprint Image

Query Image
Similarity between Query 

Feature and Authentic 
Feature

Matching 
Percentage 

(%)
1 1.000 100
6 0.487 48.70

10 0.481 48.10
16 0.476 47.60
25 0.467 46.70
30 0.524 52.40
40 0.490 49.00
50 0.552 55.20

The results shown in table 1 indicated that similarity 
between query feature 1 and authentic feature 1 is 1.00 (100 
%). Otherwise similarity between other query features and 
authentic feature 1 is less than 0.600 (60 %). This indicates 
that proposed algorithm is used for individual recognition.

VI. CONCLUSION

The paper proposed a novel feature extraction and matching 
technique for fingerprint recognition based on Compressive 
Sensing theory. The technique combines the field of pattern 
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recognition and compressive sensing theory. This technique 
is explored unique solution of provide by CS theory based 
on measurement matrix and sparse coefficients. This 
technique can be used other biometric modalities 
recognition like iris and face. This proposed algorithm has 
good performance against spoofing attack because it is 
difficult to generate sparse feature by imposter without 
knowledge of correct measurement matrix and sparse 
coefficients. 
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